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President Embraces Change
Chronicle Staff Writer
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California State University, San Bernardino

By Amy Wahe

News
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Life at Cal State Ssm Bernardino
is r^idly changing. From the new
faces (m campus, to the new build
ings and construction, it is appar
ent that our school is evolving in
positive ways, including the instal
lation of a university president who
is committed to improve and
strengthen Cal State San Bernar
dino by enhancing"Student Life."
He also aims to decentralize the
budget and to help meet the aca
demic and service needs of the San
Bernardino community.
In conjunction with his goals,
Albert Kamig has held several
meetings on campus with students
and faculty to better understand
our needs and viewpoints. Eager
to acquaint himself with our cam
pus community, he has scheduled
a series of open forums with the
students and faculty, at which any
questions, concerns, or feedback
may be presented.

On October 2nd, President
Kamig met with CSUSB faculty
to discuss issues and concerns of
the faculty. Kamig himself was the
first to show up, and although the
meeting only started with about 14
of CSUSB's professors, by the end
of the session, all 25 participants
were actively engaged in the lively
dialogue with the president.
The tone of the meeting was re
laxed, friendly, and positive.
Kamig opened the session by mak
ing it clear that he was interested
in the faculties' input, concerns,
questions, and ideas. Having no
preset agenda for the meeting, his
only concerns were those of . the
teachers who attended the meeting.
During this meeting, be addressed
a variety of issues concerning the
CSUSB, from the role of the Univo^ity in the community, to cam
pus life. By handling each ques
tion and concern with honesty and
openness, heshowed himself tobe
- see Kamig page 4 —
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Chronicle Staff Writer
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By Kristen De Cicco
Chronicle Staff Writer
The theme of the officers of the
coiporation for the 1991I9Z school
year is "change."
In his convocation speech ASI

President Ose Amafidon addressed
his campaign message that stu
dents are calling for changes to be
made in existing policies. The
newly elected president said that
ASI acknowledges the diversity on
campus and has identified ways to

foster positive social and academic
opportunities.
"The representatives are in ac
cord that we can make the Univer
sity of California, San Bernardino,
a model institution, if we empha~ see ASI page 18 --

The CSU system has a new
Chancellor who was named Mon
day, and will begin May 1, 1998.
Just this past weekend, the Board
of Trustees found a candidate who
displayed the preparation and ex
perience they deemed necessary
for the position. This was done
through a very thorough review
and interviews of potential candi
dates both inside and external to
the higher education community.
The offer of appointment was
given to and accepted by Dr.
Charles Reed, who is currently
Chancellor of the Florida Board of
Regents. Reed had worked with
Rorida's 10-campus system. Dr.
Reed completed his baccalaureate,
masters and doctoral studies at
Gewge Washington University in
Washington, D.C., as well as, hav
ing taught there in the College of
Education.
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Threatened Health Center Passes Referendum
By Kristen De CIcco
Chronicle Staff Writer
Cal State'sendagered helth cen
ter is saved by the passing of two
referendums.
In the early 1990s, severe slate
and local budget problems threat
ened the continuation of the ser
vices rendered by the Student
Health Center Services that are
offered for a fee less than $10 per
month. This fee covers treatment
for acute illness, first aid and mi
nor surgery, full family planning,
free immunizations, and psycho
logical counseling. The complete
pharmacy will also save you
money because it sells products at
cost
In addition to the low cost con
venience is another issue to ccmsider. Since the Student Health
Center is on campus, a doctor's
£q>pointment can be made between
classes; and usually an appoint
ment can be made the same day or
the next—unlike the busy HMO
programs.
Concern about the need to raise
the student health fee began three
years ago. Since then, expenses
have increased, requiring addi
tional income to provide a high
standard of services while main
taining the operational cost of the
center.
Proposal 1 provides sufficient

income fOT two years; Proposal 2
provides the flexibility to ensure
coverage for several mcxe years.
Bernardo Vizcarra, the leading
campaign advisor, diligently spear
headed the campaign for the
Health Center. Vizcarra felt any
lack of communication might pre
vent students from acquiring infor
mation about the referendum, thus
preventing a clear choice for the
people. In order to bridge the gap
of communication, Vizcarra paid
visits to classes, fraternities, and
sororities. He also set up an infor
mation booth located outside the
Student Union.
"A $3 increase per quarter is not
much. It's the price of a hamburger
and fries; or, for you vegetarians
out there, the price of a veggie
burger. Certainly, having a Health
Center that can see you in 15-20
minutes, in some cases, is more
beneficial than having to drive
down to the local hospital for
medical services," said Vizcarra.
The Student Health Center pro
vides primary physical and men
tal health services through fully
credentialed and licensed provid
ers. Additionally, a full-service atcost pharmacy is present. Very low
cost referrals for laboratory and
radiology services are available.
The Center has achieved nation
ally-accredited status.
Other colleges have also passed

this Health Fee Referendum, such
as San Diego and Hayward. Cur
rently, Humboldt is voting on its
own referendum.
Dr. John Hatton, Director of the
Student Health and Psychological
Counseling Center, said: "the pass
ing of both referendums means fi
nancial stability of the health cen
ter is assured for years to come."
The final results of the Health
Fee Referendum were 87% in fa
vor of Proposal 1 and 75% in fa
vor of Proposal 2.
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America Reads Comes to CSUSB
By Rob Bradfield
Managing Editor

Have you ever heard anyone say,
"You know, that group over there
in Financial Aid is doing a Hrstrate job.They processed my appli
cation quickly and efficiently and
I got my aid right when I needed
it," at any point during your col
lege career? Probably not.
Have you, or anyone you know,
cursed the fact that you have to sur
render the fmancial side of your
education to a seemingly cold and
unfeeling machine? Have you
even gotten, euphemistically
speaking of course, a little frus
trated with the Fmancial Aid pro
cess?

If most students were asked
about how they felt about Finan
cial Aid on CSUSB campus, reac
tions would probably range from
satisfied to—most extreme worst
case scenario—enraged. Gener
ally, students in the system don't
feel anything resembling "un
bridled joy" toward the Financial
Aid office (until they gel their
checks, that is). Ironically, while
Financial Aid is in the business of
giving or loaning money to .stu
dents, when all is said and done, it
is rarely seen as an institution with
a heart. That is about to change.
Far from the stereotype of a
faceless bureaucrat. Financial Aid
director Ted Krug is warm, affable
and, most importantly, passionate

about his job. Krug is also a man
with much on his mind these days:
new tax laws benefiting students
and parents, the Financial Aid
office's new web-site, and new
ideas for Federal Work Study pro
grams that give students the oppor
tunity to earn their way through
school.
While many ideas are in the
planning phase at this point,
CSUSB is already taking part in a
national program by the name of
America Reads which can best be
classified as a classic "winwin"
situation; Cal State students earn
money (up to $4,500 per year)
through the existing Federal Work
Study program and credits (4 units
in Education 545: Community Ser

vice in Literacy Tutoring) in ex
change for tutoring grade school
children both to read more effec
tively and to develop a love for
reading.
Without factoring in CSUSB's
unique slant on the program,
America Reads is a story on its
own. Only three years ago, the
outlook was bleak for America's
grade-school children. According
to a 1994 National Assessment of
Educational Progress survey, 40%
of fourth grade students failed to
read at grade level.
The lack of fundamental read
ing skills can hurt a student not
only in English and History, but in
~ See America Reads page 18—
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Club Fest

CVC Explodes With Progress
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Chronicle Staff Writer
Did you know Cal Stale San
Bernardino has a satellite campus
in Palm Desert? Recent events
show that it will only be a matter
of lime before the Coachella Val
ley Campus is a full-sized campus
all on its own.
CVC, located in a small, north
eastern area of College of the
Desert Community College, was
designated as the recipient of the
largest cash gift ever received by
CSUSB. The gift of $1.5 million
dollars was made possible by the
Mary Stuart Rogers Foundation
and will make possible eighteen
annual scholarships of $3,300.
The endowment increases to
$75,000 annually, the total awards
that can be made to students, which
will mean even more students will
benefit.

Karnig
- Cont. from page 1 ~
an asset to this university.
During the meeting, Karnig
briefly outlined some of his goals
for the University. He expressed
a desire to decentralize the CSUSB
budget. He expressed his dissat
isfaction with the amount of fund
ing that CSUSB receives from the
State, and said that we need more
funding for school growth. To ac
complish this Kamig desires more
efficiency and accountability, so
we don'trisk sacrificing quality for

Dean Pete Wilson spoke highly
of the Roger's generosity and com
mitment to excellence in educa
tion. He recognized their annual
gift of support and now this en
dowment as a vote of confidence
in CVC's long-term future.
In his dedication speech at the
sign raising at the Cook Street site
for the new permanent campus,
Wilson said the best way to pre
dict the future was to invent it. The
facilities, built on the comer of
Frank Sinatra Drive and Cook
Street at a cost of $16.5 million,
will utilize all the latest technol
ogy instructional programs. This
will include video and desktop
conferencing, the Internet, and
multi-media.
Approximately 30 undergradu
ate and graduate degrees, plus
teaching credentials will be taught
by more than 40 faculty at the
CVC.
quantity. He also stated that
CSUSB needs more funding to
support mwe technological as well
as health care-based programs.
When the issue of the dollar
amount spent on each student at
CSUSB, in comparison to the
amount spent at other schools, was
raised, Kamig responded quiteop
timistically. He explained that al
though the state contribution per
student at Cal State San Bernar
dino fell below the median amount
of the other CSU schools, this was
because our programs were not as
technological and therefore not as

TIRED OF LOOKING
FOR A JOB?
WELL LOOK NO FURTHER
We have the perfect opportunity for you.
Top Name department store distribution
center is now Wring:
•Merchandise taggers
•Stock handlers
•Shipping clerks
$6.20-$7.40 an hour.
Call Today 980-8765
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By Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer
The Office of Student Leader
ship and Development sponsored
Fall Fest '97 on September 30 and
October 1. Many different clubs
and organizations gathered in the
Student Union courtyard to recruit
and inform students of their pur
pose. The following organizations
were present:

Photo By FratvcM WWamt

Tonya "Little Wolf Carloni, founder of Wolf Mountain Sanctuary
in Lucerne Valley with Sigoni and Apache Wolf
In response to a concern voiced
expensive as at other schools such
as Cal Poly. He did, however, ex by Dr. Lauren Filbeck, that the
press the desire fcx greater fund University doesn't receive enough
ing for improvements and growth. central funding to sponsor extra
Another goal that Kamig voiced curricular activities and events,
was to "improve students' emo such as special speakers, Kamig
tional connection with the Univer responded favorably fw improv
sity." To accomplish this goal, he ing "campus life." He stated that
is most interested in "offering fac he was willing to work with stu
ulty, staff, and students a sense of dent associations in order to make
belonging and pride, avenues for the University a more memorable
development, opportunities for and exciting place and to "foster
engagement in decisions about the events that will stimulate intellec
University's future, and identifica tual life."
tion with the University's pro
- Com. on next page cesses and goals."
Mon-Th: 9 - 9 p.m.
Fri: 10 - 3 p.m.
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One of the biggest issues that
Kamig seemed concerned with
was serving the Inland Empire.
"San Bernardino is a community
that has had some down times and
bad publicity and there is a belief
that we are rebounding ... But if
that rebound is going to happen,
the University will be an integral
part of the community." In serv
ing San Bernardino, he says that
we need to focus on students' ac
cess to CSUSB. He also feels that
we need to be attentive to the skills
that kids learn before they enter the
University, such as reading and
cmnputer skills.
When asked about the various
contacts that Kamig has made
within the community, he reported
meeting with a large and diverse
number of community leaders, in
cluding the presidents of other lo
cal colleges, legislators, school
personnel from various school dis
tricts in the Inland Empire, and
some of CSUSB's beneficiaries.
He was happy to report that the
feedback that he received about
CSUSB as an institution was gen
erally very positive.
Overall, President Kamig h^
made a very favorable impression
amongst the students and faculty
of this campus. His openness and
desire to see the school grow and
prosper, makes him an invaluable
asset to our campus.
When asked bow he views his
job as the President of the college,
bis reply was that he sees himself
as a leader who can help CSUSB
be the best organization it possi
bly can. His past experience at the
University of Wyoming as well as
the other universities and organi
zations that he has worked with
certainly attest to the fact that he
is C24)able of fulfilling this goal.
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The CRE Forum on Graduate
Education offers an ideal opportunity
for grad school candidates to ask
representatives of over 100 graduate
schools about their programs.
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application forms.
In addition, there are workshops
on various graduate disciplines.
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ing for the ORE tests - plus work
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students.
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It'll make your date economical,
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What should be on President Kornig's agendo ?
By Cheri Dixon & Donald Willis
Chronicle Staff Writers

As we roved the campus, searching for the answer to our question, some of the
answers were surprising.
Our mini-interview results showed that students would like to see: a doctoral
program offered at CSUSB; a choice in insurance benefits for international stu
dents; improved quality of every entity on campus; more reaching out to the com
munity; and lower costs of tuition, books, etc.

"I would integrate... into the
San Bernardino community'*
Jim Griffith

"If I were in the President's place, "I
would do two things.
First, I would integrate San Bernardino
State into the San Bernardino community
more. Because, right now, we kind of
huddle up here and let them stew in their
ovm juice, which is pretty sour. On theother
hand, this is a neighborhood in the San Ber
nardino community, which 1 think could be
built up into a college town—you know,
from the hills on north. I think the school
would do well to promote the type of hous
ing, the type of shopping centers, and res
taurants and that sort of stuff to make this a

very nice college community.
What 1 would do right now...the metrolink
trains run to San Bernardino, the main sta
tion. 1 would try to get meuxilink trains up
here, and you would have a lot of commut
ers that would love to live here, because
they've got a college, they've got nice
things. They would have to drive to Or
ange County to make their money; they can't
make much here. You could turn this place
into a real nice place, and State [CSUSB]
would be the instituticm, really, that could
guide it—^nobody else cares or actually has
the wit to do it.
Thai's what 1 would do if 1 were Presi
dent. I'd be working to enhance the place—
the school and the community (the neigh
borhood and the city of San Bernardino.)

"A doctoral program, possibly."

"A well-rounded University
will make a well-rounded
student."

Mlcheoi Blatnick
Rehab Counseling-Graduate

Amada S. Whitson
Psychology-Senior

1 think relation between students and fac
ulty. We (international students) are forced
to buy School Insurance and it is too Ex
pensive.

"One good thing 1 think that diey're do
ing here is research, computers, reachability.
I know they're working really hard to make
the Internet accessible to all the students
here. 1 think that's one of the great things
going on here. Because our library isn't
the best library, but this is a good way for
everybody to get the kind of infcMmation
they need. So.just keep on making it a good
place to come and research and learn. A
well-rounded University will make a wellrounded student."

Chen Wang
Education-Graduate

UCR Extension
Improve your performance on these
competitive tests. Practice with samplej
tests at the level of difficultyof actual

Buy any size pizza, get one saine-size pizza
FREE with this coupon.
*Offer applies to pick-up orders only

873-8596

exams. These prep courses are updated '•
each time they are given and coiiiifOwof^
concentrates on skills which are enticed
a good performance — test-takir^
techniques, reading compreheng^,

Pizza • Pasta • Subs * Salads
Sun-Thur 11-9 • Fri & Sat 11-11

Located on the comer of Pepper & Rialto Avenues
2820 Rialto Ave• San Bernardino

reasoning and time-saving m^Stods.

Preparing for the GRE/GMA1

Times and Dates: Frictey,Tuesday, pfay,
For information or to
enroll, call 909-787-4«)5.

6-9:30 pm, October
. 24/Satui
8:30 am-4:30 pm, O^lftr 18, 25.

Fee: $225 EDP72J1S

Preparation for the LSAT^am

I \l\lRMT\<)r(.\I.IF(iRMA
L / Rl\HlMl)F

Times and DatetK Saturday, 9 am^m,
October 18-Nov^^er 22.
I
Fee: $330 (indiides materials) EDil 72F28

EXCELLENT EXTRA
INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
international Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
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Hispanic Literature at the Bookstore

first Person

New In Town

By Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer

By Petra Meuller
Special to the Chronicle
You will see only beautiful
people!" -" You will gain 30 lbs.
In 3 months." - "You will find no
time for studying, just having fun!"
- 'The Americans have no culture
at all." — These were some of the
comments my German friends told
me befCH« I left for California.
A student of Political Science
and what we call AngUstik (En
glish and American literature, lin
guistics and culture), 1 had gained
a Rotary Scholarship for one year
of studying wherever I wanted. 1
chose an English speaking coun
try because Anglistik students are
advised to study in one. 1 chose
the USA because political science
is much more advanced here than
in Germany and I chose CSUSB
because the National Security
Graduate Program offers inside
knowledge into international rela
tions from the American point of
view.
1 arrived here four weeks ago
and all my clothes still fit, 1 have
met dozens of intelligent and cul
turally interested persons, I am
studying hard enough (16 units),
and the people are as beautiful or
ugly as everywhere in the world—
including Germany.
My first impression of the cam
pus was the best possible. What
we in Stuttgart call "Campus" con
sists of two huge dark gray build
ings with 11 floors each, two old
houses filled with offices and
classrooms, an Italian restaurant,
the library and two temporary
classrooms. To go to the com
mons, you have to cross the sfreet.
Of course Germany offers larger
and prettier campuses, but gyms,
pools and the like are usually far
away. I used to go by train to my
Stuttgart campus. Trains leave
every ten minutes until 1a.m., and
the campus has only one small
parking lot for about 40 cars.
When 1 moved into the dorms,
CSUSB students warned me about
a lot of things, including the food
in the commons. Testing it, 1 ex
perienced that food in the com
mons seems to be thesame all over
the world: you have to find out
what is edible, than you survive.
(jerman dorms are often in huge
buildings and famous for the mess
you find when entering one. So I
was positively surprised ccHning to
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Photo by Chori Dixon

Serrano Village, where everything
appeared very tidy. In German
dorms nobody shares a room—
except maybe a married couple,
but I am lucky enough to have
found a very nice roommate here.
1do miss the opportunity to have
a drink every now and then, but 1
can live without a daily portion of
alcohol (which, by the way, Ger
mans are allowed to buy at the age
of 16).
Lucky person that 1 am, 1 got
into all the four classes 1 wanted
to register for! At fust I was over
the moon, especially as the class
sizes proved to be between 12 and
36 (very small compared to my
experience in German Universi
ties) and all the professors were so
motivating and appeared full of
energy. Then the syllabi came, and
my smile faded: one paper plus
one quiz each week, so much to
read, so much practicing...! am
used to a semester system that
looks like this: sixteen weeks in the
fall and winter, two months off;
twelve weeks summer semester,
three months off.
Each of my Stuttgart classes re
quired one essay or exam and one
presentation plus a short paper. We
should be prepared for each class,
but nobody notices if we are not.
Students do not pay tuition fees,
so dropping classes right before an
exam is very popular. But to get
an M.A., everybody has to have
studied for two majors at least (like
PolSci andAnglistik), written a 60pages-thesis for one of them, and
to have passed at least four writ
ten or oral exams.
As most German universities do
not award any B.A. equivalent, we
have to go through several exams
after two to three years to be al
lowed to take higher division
classes. But if you fail your flnals,
you have no real degree. It is just
the same as if you had not studied
at all—after four to seven years of
study!
Thinking that both German and
American systems have their pros
and cons, 1 am glad to experience
them both. 1 do not regret to have
chosen CSUSB and am looking
forward to the rest of the year.

Pronto, pronto, pronto! Come
one, come all! For a limited time
only the Coyote bookstore has a
vast assortment of Hispanic liter
ary works and culture criticism.
Find your favorite author today!
Interested in the Chicana move
ment? Alma M. Garcia has edited
a book just for you called "Chicana
Feminist Thought: The Basic His
torical Writings."
For the men, the bookstore has
"Muy Macho: Latino Men Con
front Their Manhood," edited and
with an introduction by Ray
Gonzalez.
Lover of history? Nicolas

Kanellos wrote a book called "His
panic First." Another book avail
able is the Latina fiction "Daugh
ters Of The Fifth Sun" by Mary
Guerrero Milligan and Angelea de
Hoyos. A non-fiction book that
shares the shelf is "Bandido: Os
car 'Zeta' Acosia And The Chicano
Experience" by Han Stavans.
These books and many more will
only be available until October 15.
Trade Buyer Val Olguin has had
displays of other ethnic-based lit
erature for the past two years. Her
concern for the vast variety of eth
nic groups on campus motivated
her to accommodate the masses.
Her next project will be coming up
in November as being Native
American month.

The following is a list of other
suggested readings available:
The Maria Paradox" by Rosa
Maria Gil, D.S.W. and Carmen
Inoa Vasquez, Ph.D.
"Limits To Friendship: The
United Slates And Mexico" by
Robert A. Pastor and Jorge G.
Castaneda
"Days Of Obligation: An
Argument With My Mexican
Father" by Richard Rodriguez
"Rain Of Gold" by Victor
Villasenro
"Everything You Need To
Know About Latino History" by
Himilce Novas
"Bitter Grounds" by Sandra
Benitz Paula" by Isabel Allende

Founded in 1968
The Nation's First Independent Graduate School of Psychology
Psychoanalysis and Marital & Family Counseling

ARE YOU
THINKING
ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE?
CGI is Thinking About
Your Future, Too!
Bachelor's Degree (BA)
Accelerated Program in Integrated Liberal Arts

1996 MA Graduate

For Information or Interview

LOS ANGELES
1100 Glendon Ave., 11th Ft.
(310)208-4240
ORANGE
1122 E. Lincoln Ave.
(714) 637-5404

Master's Degree (MA)
Psychology - Marital & Family Therapy
Doctor's Degree (PsyD)
Counseling Psydiology - Psychoanalysis
Marital and Family Therapy

e-mail: cgili^ix.netcom.com
web site: htlp://www.cgi.edu/
also offering

Full Range of Counseling
& Psychotherapy Services
Open Day, Evening and Weekends
Call for Initial Visit or Referral

WESTL.A. (310)208-4242
ORANGE (714) 637-5404
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Additions to the Board

PALAY to
CYPA

By Jeonette Lee
Production Editor

neur of the Year in 1996.
He began his entrepreneurship
New flesh has been added to the while still a youth. Perkins began
University Advisory Board. What by repairing and selling used cars.
is the relevance of this? The Ad He later branched out to auto-body
visory Board members provide work and painting. He was then
counsel to university officials con contracted to finish drop tanks for
cerning the development of Cal F-80 aircraft used in the Korean
War. He sold his business to fi
State progr^s and activities.
They will act like the cabinet to nance a trip around the world with
the President of the United States- his father.
advisors to power, but with very
He started another business, fi
nancing new-tire inventory for a
little of their own.
Who are these newbies? Neale local businessman, which helped
Perkins is an entrepreneur, and to pay for his education at USC.
Dilip Kelekar is an orthopaedic
Perkins began Safariland in
surgeon. Each will bring their own 1964 out of his own garage. His
diverse backgrounds to the board. company made gun holsters.
Kelekar is the chief of staff at Perkins introduced a new snatchSt. Mary's hospital. He has been resistant feature for a sight-track
a practicing orth(^)aedic surgeon in on semi-automatic pistols used by
the High Desert since 1986. He law enforcement.
Safariland is a national supplier
specializes in joint arthrosct^y and
joint reconstruction. Kelekar was and became one of the first mak
certified by the American Board of ers of modem police body armor.
Orthopaedic Surgery in 1981. He They also introduced a new cat
earned bis degrees from B(»ibay egory of branded fishing line to the
marketplace. In the 1980's,
University.
Neale Perkins is founder, chair Perkins' company expanded to sell
man and chief executive officer of automotive fabric covers, includ
Safariland in Ontario. His $50 ing "nose masks" or car "bras."
million company has 650 employ
Each of their appointments will
ees and earned him the honor of run for four years.
being Inland Empire's Entrepre

New Tenure Track Faculty
By Heattier Forester
Ctironicle Staff Writer
Keep your eyes open for the new
full-time tenure-track faculty hired
at CSUSB. Cal State San Bemardino has hired four new faculty
members in the areas of: commu
nications studies, education, geog
raphy, and nursing.
Donna Simmons is the new
communication studies assistant
professor. She comes to us from
Ohio University. Her specialties
lie in the areas of public relations
and organizational communication
theory, which is the subject she is
currently working on for her dis
sertation. When asked how she

likes Cal State thus far Simmons
replied, "I love Cal State; I feel
right at home and I love the stu
dents." Simmons was bom in
California and left in 1978. She's
enthused about her move to Cal
State and looks forward to teach
ing courses in public relations anc
other communication courses.
Ellen Verdries was hired as an
assistant professor in the depart
ment of learning. She comes to us
from Pacific Oaks, where she was
the interim director of teaching
education. Verdries received her
Ph.D from Clairmont graduate
" See Tenure page 23. -

Come and visit the

College
Legal Clinic

Specializing in family, criminal,'
personal iigury. landlord/tenant,
and other fields of law!

Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer

Photo by Francos Williams

Fillipino students at Club Fest, from left to right: Caroline Adres,
Doris Bravo and JC Cleafe

Writing Probiems
University Hall, inside the Learn
ing Center, the Writing Center
helps over 7,500 writers a year
with a huge range of writing
I hate this!
Somehow I got roped into writ projects. Everything from Biology
ing this paper, and I'm sitting here lab reports'to the expected exposi
staring blankly at the computer tory essays are welcome. The
screen wondering if anything that Writing Center also holds a daily
even resembles coherent thought conversation group for ESL learn
will make it onto the page. "I ers from 12 pm to 1 pm, and new
know how to write," I keep telling to its repertoire is a creative writ
myself. I even have a degree in it. ing discussion and workshop
And yet, every time 1 sit down to group which meets every Monday
compose, my mind goes blank, my night from 7:00 to 8:00.
So, don't despair. If you have a
palms begin to sweat, and I do ev
erything I can to keep from writ writing project, and you're pulling
your hair out because the words
ing.
Does this scenario sound famil don't seem to be flowing, there's
someone there who wants to help!
iar?
Even so-called "seasoned" writ Please come early, though. Ap
ers dread the writing process. pointments can be made up to a
Coming up with a topic, organiz week in advance, but they fill up
ing, revising, concluding, and ed quickly. And, students who don't
iting is all just plain old hard work. wait to begin their projects until the
But, don't despair. There is a place last minute benefit most.
The Writing Center is open from
on campus full of writers who un
derstand what it's like to write and 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through
want to help. Yes, folks, there are Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 Fri
people crazy enough to want to days, and is a free service to all
help you decipher assignments, CSUSB students and faculty. For
brainstorm topics, organize your more information contact the Writ
thoughts. And, yes, they will help ing Center at 880-5833 or just drop
in.
you edit too.
Located on the third floor of

By Jonothon Anderson
Special to the Chronicle
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~ See Filipino Club page 15. ~

ppCE

Can US at 880-5936!
We are here to help

The morning seemed cold and a
little drabby. After driving through
a bit of fog and searching for a
parking place, my heart pounded
faster. Seeing tables already up
and ready to recruit, I thought to
myself, "What am 1 doing here?
Do I know what I'm doing? What
right do I have?"
Let me introduce myself. My
name is Doris Bravo, and I'm the
actingPresident of the Coalition of
Young Philipino Americans,
CYPA. This was the Filipino club
once known as PALAY, Philipino
Association of Leaders for the
American Youth. If I seem a little
scared, the truth is I am. I have
taken on the responsibility of get
ting the club started again this
school year.
Ever since last spring, questions
such as "Are there any Filipinos
on campus?" and "What happened
to the Filipino club?" rang in my
ears. There also have been com
ments such as "no mtxe Filipino
pride" and "Filipinos at CSUSB
don't care about their heritage."
Such talk really burned me. Then
the ideas began rolling in my head.
My adventure started with the
goals of finding an advistx^, at least
ten members, an executive board,
a charter, and a constitution. Over
load, you ask? Yes.
I had to start from scratch, since
there were no elections last year.
I was able to interest Dr. Javier
Tomer, Associate Dean of Natural
Sciences, to be the club's faculty
advisor.
The next step was to find mem
bers, especially members inter
ested in taking on the responsibil
ity of being officers. Trying to call
up fonner members with old tele
phone numbers was an obstacle on
its own. Eventually, 1 was able to

^

•MlaM.C, .

uNivERSfiv

! 1.99
I

1050 W Kendal

• 'J San Bernardino • 8803343
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Black Greeks
Kataan Fitzhugh, 4,
has a look of fierce
determination as he
assembles his toy
farming equipment
in the rich environ
ment of the CSUSB
Children's Center,
Fitzhugh is the son
of CSUSB student
Yolanda Hillman,

Ptiote by Ch»ri Dixon

Longest
By Cheri Dixon
Executive Editor
If you were the twentieth person
in line at the cafeteria, you might
be writhing with impatience and
fainting from hunger. If you were
the fortieth person in line at the
bookstore, you might really be
come discouraged. But how
would you feel if you were the one
hundredth person in line?
The University's child care fa
cility has a waiting list of approxi
mately 100 at any given time. Of
these 100 students who are wait
ing desperately to get their children
into the Children's Center, some
individuals have had to drop out
of classes they had registered for,
due to the lack of space and inabil
ity to move up the waiting list at
the Center.
The Children's Center is li
censed for fcxty full-time slots, but
actually serves an overall average
of 120 per quarter. Because the
Center sta^are very accommodat
ing, student-parents can schedule
their children's hours at the Cen
ter to fit their own personal class
schedules. Even if someone is
only attending a couple of classes
for as little as two days a week, the
Center will work to fit the child
into that slot.
Nevertheless, the slots are hard
to come by, and the Center is cur

on Campus
rently bursting at the seams. A
move to another larger building
would seem like the obvious solu
tion. Unfortunately, the Children's
Center is not like other structures
on campus. It is not a "state" build
ing.
The Center has its own budget
separate from the University's
General Fund, and is actually selfsupporting. This means the Cen
ter pays for all of its own ex
penses—including the cost of toi
let paper and janitorial services.
According to Children's Center
Director, Kimberly Harris, the
Center finances itself: through
grants—that she writes herself,
from the fees charged to users,
through fund-raisers, and from
donations. Last year ASI donated
6% of the Center's total budget in
the amount of $16,700.
With these efforts, the Center
stays afloat financially. Unfortu
nately, the flnancial capacity does
not extend to acquiring a larger
building. So the Center continues
to make do, helping as many stu
dents as possible with their child
care needs. Many students would
not be able to attend the Univer
sity if it were not fw the existence
of the Center.
Although the rates for child care
at the Center vary depending on
nim^ of hours used per day, the^

costs are comparative to other fa
cilities in the area, and mcxe rea
sonable than snne. Also, a lim
ited number of scholarships are
available to those with demon
strated financial need.
The Center has a very creative,
but also structured program for the
children. All activities are developmentally planned, and include
goals of self-discipline and selfresponsibility—helping the chil
dren to become active learners.
The Center accepts children ages
2.5 through 10, and includes an
after-school program. Many craft
and sport activities are provided
during these hours. As part of a
grant, the Center has plans for
playground renovations to be com
pleted later this year.
As well as{xoviding a vital ser
vice of child care to student-par
ents, the Center also functions as
a lab site for many departments,
including psychology, human de
velopment, and nursing. Also,
some students are employed as
part of the 24-30 member staff at
the Center.
Remember, if you have child
care needs, get your name on the
list as soon as possible in advance
of the quarter you need the child
care to be provided. Don't be the
hundredth person on the list to get
•your child enrolled in the Center.

By Donald Willis
Chronicle Staff Writer

letter organizations. Many tradi
tions displayed by N.P.H.C. orga
The National Pan-Hellenic nizations date back to pre-slavery
Council was established in 1930 Africa. Since these organizations
at Howard University as a national were formed to counter the prevail
coordinating body for the nine his ing racism of the past, their intent
torically Black Fraternities and So is to show minorities in a positive,
rorities which had evolved on proactive light. From the Million
American college and university Man March, which was sponsored
campuses. Blatant racism had by Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.,
once prevented many African to civic organizations such as the
American students on historically N. A.A.C.P.—the men and women
while campuses from joining gen belonging to N.P.H.C. fraternities
eral fraternities and sororities. and sororities have changed the
Also, Blacks were still denied ad world.
Currently there are six such or
mittance to large numbers of cam
ganizations
at Cal State San Ber
puses. Therefore, Black students
nardino:
Phi
Beta Sigma Frater
on both types of campuses estab
lished fraternities and sororities to nity Inc., Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
enhance their college experiences, Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
and as a support system against Inc., Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
intense social and academic injus Inc., Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.,
and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
tices.
These organizations did not Inc. In fact, the first greek letter
then, nor do they now, restrict organization at Cal State was Phi
membership to African Americans. Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.
The N.P.H.C. organizations are
However, a distinctive African
style has developed in their activi very busy in the community, and
ties, both social and philanthropic. are locking for interested individu
There are nine N.P.H.C. fraterni als. N.P.H.C. organizations usu
ties and sororities: Phi Beta Sigma ally hold Informationals or Smok
Fraternity Inc., Zeta Phi Beta So ers so that interested individuals
rority Inc., Alpha Phi Alpha Fra can learn more about the organi
ternity Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha zations. Social events and com
Sorority Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi F^ra- munity service activities are also
temity Inc., Omega Psi Phi Frater a way that interested individuals
nity Inc., Delta Sigma Theta So can learn more about these orga
rority Inc., Sigma Gamma Rho nizations.
Here is a list of upcoming
Sorority Inc., and Iota Phi Theta
fraternity Inc. The combined N.P.H.C. Events:
Friday-October 10th- 1997
membership is over 1.5 million,
Phi
Beta Sorority
and includes great women and men Zeta
like Nelson Mandela, Sarah Inc.Informational 7:00 p.m. Stu
Vaughn, Martin Luther King, Jr., dent Union Fireplace Lounge
Friday-October 24th- Phi Beta
Huey P. Newton, George Washing
Sigma
Fraternity
ton Carver, etc.
As N.P.H.C. fraternities and so Inc.Informational 7:00 p.m. Stu
rorities have grown, on both his dent Union Fireplace Lounge
- Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
torically white and historically
black campuses, they have become Inc.Informational 7:00 UC River
a proud tradition in the African side, Grand Terrace Room A
Saturday-November Ist-Phi
community—worldwide. Tradi
tions such as Stepping and Party Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. Gospel
Trains or Party Steps, are also what Fest 8:00p.m.ChaffeyHighSchool
make N.P.H.C. fraternities and so AuditoriumOntario, Ca. Admisrorities distinct from other greek sion-$10.00

The Symbol of the National
Pan-Hellenic Council

Calendar
OCTOBKR 9 THROUGH OcTOBER 24
SURVIVOR'S GROUP
10' 11 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
& ^ULT RE'ENTRV CENTER

X. 7203

STUDENT UNION BOARD OF
DIRECTORS MEETING
10 A.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

X. 7201

CHRONIC PAIN
SUPPORT GROUP
4 - S P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
& ADULT1?E-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

ROTARACT CLUB
5 P.M.

4 P.M.
STLOENT UNICM EVENTS CENTER B ft C
X. 5234

CHRONIC PAIN
SUPPORT GROUP

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

6 P.M.
STUDENT UNION COURTYARD
X. 5234

5- 10 P.M.
STUDENT UNION PUB

. 6 - 7 P.M.

FRIDAY, 10
1 1 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS
X. 7203

SORORITY RUSH
12 NOON
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER

X.5234

SATURDAY, 11
SORORITY RUSH
12 NOON
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER
X. 5234

SUNDAY, 12
SORORITY RUSH
12 NOON
STUDENIUNION EVENTS CENTER

X. 5234

-

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
& ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
CENTER OPEN HOUSE
.

1 1 A.M. - 1 P.M.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENNIV CENTER

X. 7203

CHRISTIAN WOMEN
DISCIPLES GROUP
1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADUU RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

SINGLE AGAIN
SUPPORT GROUP
2 - 3 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE

ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

Sponsored Courtesy of the
Women's Resource
& Adult Re-Entry Center

12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

11 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS
X. 7203

7 - 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE

WOMEN AND RELATIONSHIPS
SUPPORT GROUP
1 • 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE

ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

MONDAY, 20

CENRR

X. 7203

"A RELATIONAL MODEL OF
WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT:
INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK OF
THE STONE CENTER"

WEDNESDAY, 15
COYOTE CAMPUS
KICK-OFF BARBEQUE
11 A.M. - 1 P.M.

12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

"INTERCULTURAL CONFLICT
RESOLUTION"
WITH: MARGARET
DODDS-SCHUMACHER
4 - 6 P.M.

X. 7203

STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE ASI BOX OFFICE, STUDENT UNKM
MAIN DESK, AND STUDENT LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT

ft

OFFICE.

1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

STUDENT UNION
EVENTS CENTER C
X.7204

NOON TIME
BAND

SINGLE AGAIN
SUPPORT
' GROUP
2 - 3 P.M.

Lock

12 NOON
SNXIENT UNION
COURTYARD

x.5234

CHRISTIAN WOMEN
DISCIPLES GROUP

"A WORLD FREE OF
COLOR LINES"

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ADULT RE-ENTRY

ft

ike p^apet

X. 5943

CENTER

X. 7203

,

"HOW TO
RESPOND
WHEN A FRIEND
OR FAMILY
MEMBER TELLS
YOU HE OR SHE IS
GAY. LESBIAN, OR
BISEXUAL"

c^\/Ce \/K

12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

WOMEN AND RELATIONSHIPS
SUPPORT GROUP
1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

"EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT COMPUTERS"
WITH PATRICK AREFFI
3 - 4 P.M.
ADULT I^-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
5 - 6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

OPEN FORUM
WITH PRESIDENT KARNIG
5:30 - 8 P.M.

Prepared Courtesy of ttre
Student Union Graptiics Office

"GRE'S AND MATH PHOBIA"

SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP

POETRY-IN-MOTION

WOMEN'S RESOURCE ft

X. 5943

FRIDAY, 17

WOMEN'S RESOURCE

ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

X. 7203

MONDAY, 13

12 NOON
STUDENT UNION COURTYARD

X. 7203

11 ;30 A.M.

SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP

NOON TIME BAND

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

LATINA WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
4 - 5 P.M.

ft Aouu RE-ENTRY

X. 7204

FRIENDS OF BILLW.
6 - 7 P.M.

TUESDAY, 14

WOMEN'S RESOURCE

ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

STUDENT UNION COURTYARD

X. 7203

X. 5943

PFAU LIBRARY LAWN

FRIENDS OF BILLW.

CULTUREFEST
10 A.M.

4 - 5P.M.

JB404

SORORITY RUSH ORIENTATION

WEDNESDAY, 22

THURSDAY, 16

RUSH BID DAY CEREMONY

THURSDAY, 9

"CLIMATE
BUILDING IN A
LEADERSHIP
SEHING"
WITH CRAIG
MONROE
2 - 4 P.M.
UH247
X. 5234

Like tk

"COMMUNICATION AND
PERSONALITY TYPE"
WITH SHARI OLIVER AND
ED SCHNEIDERHAN
4 - 6 P.M.
UH062

X. 5234

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
5 - 1 0 P.M.

TUESDAY, 21LATINA WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT GROUP

THE GAY. LESBIAN,
AND BISEXUAL CLUB
6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

THURSDAY, 23
"GEHING THE JOB YOU
WANT EVERYTIMEI"
WITH: HAROLD VOLLKOMMER
2 - 4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A

X. 5234

LOAN COUNSELING WORKSHOP
2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER B ft C

X. 5704

CHRONIC PAIN
SUPPORT GROUP
4 - 5P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADUU RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

THE VALUE OF INFORMATION IN
TODAY'S SOCIETY"
WITH: DR. WILLIAM AGUILAR
4-6 P.M.
UH262

6 - 7 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

4 - 5 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE ft

ADULT I^-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

"LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES
FOR WOMEN"
WITH DR. JUDITH RYMER

FRIDAY, 24
SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP
1 1 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS

X. 7203

4 - 6 P.M.

THE GAY, LESBIAN,
AND BISEXUAL CLUB

POETRY-IN-MOTION

WOMEN'S RESOURCE

x. 7203

FRIENDS OF BIUW.

STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A
X. 5234

ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

WOMEN'S RESOURCE
RE-ENTRY CENTER

ft ADULT

STUDENT UNION PUB
X.5943

JB 142

6 P.M.

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
5 - 6 P.M.

7 - 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE ft ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

X. 7203

To place an event in the Calendar.
please send information to the
Student Union, C/0 Graphic Arts,
or call X. 3942.
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World Championship Wrestling

Wienermobile Scholarship

Golf Tournoment *li»*

World Championship Wrestling will be brought to CSUSB on Tues
day, October 28 at 7:00 pm. Wrestlers Lex Lluger, the Outsiders, the
New World Order, Eddie Guerrero, and Rey Mysterio are among those
who will be ccxnpeting this year. Taped before a live audience, here's
your chance to be on TV. Tickets are on sale now at the Coussoulis
Arena, ASl box office, and TicketMaster. Ticket ibices: $21 Floor/
Ringside; $13 General. Students, staff, faculty, and alumni association
members receive $2 discount, available only at Cal State box offices.

Most studentscan remember the
Oscar Mayer Wiener jingle, "Oh I
wish I were an Oscar Mayer
Wiener." Imagine yourself sing
ing this while driving an Oscar
Mayer Wienermobile, a 27 footlong hot dog on wheels! Osc^
Mayer annually offers 30 paid in
ternships to college juniors and
seniors to be goodwill ambassa
dors and represent this Fortune 500
company.
The Hotdoggers are trained at
Hot Dog High where they learn
about Oscar Mayer history and
products, planning special events
and how to maneuver their buns
in traffic. Hotdoggers participate
in televisiCHi, newsps^r and radio
interviews. Working with the me
dia has many rewards, since

A new car for a hole-in-one on
a designated hole? Get yourself
over to the 18-hole four man
scramble-shot gun golf tournament
on November 17. What??? Yes.
AFROTC will be holding its first
annual golf tournament at the
Shandin Hills Golf Course at 3380
Little Mountain Drive. The entry
fee for the tournament is $60. For
more information contact Cadet
Patrick Hanes at (909) 887-6211.

- Mary Ellen Abilez

Smoke & Whistles
''Iron and Smoke, Art of the
American Train" opens at San
Jacinto College Art Gallery with a
reception on Oct 5, from 2 to 4
pm.
The show, brought to SJC by the
Orange Empire Railway Museum,
features both pmntings and draw
ings by Margaret Maelly, E)avid
Soltxnon and Grey W. Thomas.
"Iron and Smoke" will remain
on view from Oct 5 through Oct.
30. Also on Oct. 25-26 from 9 am
to 5 pm. The Fall 1997 Rail Festi
val will also be held at SJC.

Coretto Scott King
Comes to Town
Mrs Coretta Scott King,
the widow of civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., will make a very
rare appearance on Sunday,
Oct 12, at 4 pm at the new
state-of-the-art San Bernar
dino Stadium
For future infonnation and
ticket prices please contact
the Pbenix Information Cen
ter at (909) 388-2329.

'Frances Williams

- Frances Williams

Halloween Night on the Queen Mary

Great Food • 12 Beers on Tap
Pool • Darts • Foosball

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Free Appetizers • Happy Hour 'till end of the game
WEDNESDAY: PROGRESSIVE NIGHT
8-8:30 pm: 500 16 oz. Domestic Draft
Goes up 250 every half hour
HAPPY HOUR
M-F 5-8 pm
(909) 883-4317
842 Kendall Drive
San Bernardino
Open 7 days I0am-2am

Buy One

BURGER

Get One

FREE

With this Ad

Offer Valid • M-F 10-4

'#•

SAMMY HAGAR Saturday November 1,8 p.m. at the Coussoulis
Arena. Need we say more?!! Although CSUSB's fonner President
refused to bestow an honorary doctorate on Sammy, he was nice
enough to come and play for us anyway. What a guy! Tickets are
available at all Ticket Master outlets. Tickets are $29 Gold Circle,
$24 reserved, $20 general admission.
• Rob Bradfield

Financial Aid 101
Almost everyone in college has had to wade
through financial applications. In a time of high
stress, who wants to think about how you are going
to pay for college tuition, let alone room and board.
The stress can now be slightly alleviated. The stress
of essays, grades, and whether you will pass theclass
can once again have more priority than financial atpplication woes.
Sallie Mae has imw created an instructitmal aid to
help people with the financial aid {at>cess. With just
a ccanputer and internet access, anyone can get help
in Fmancial Aid 101. Even if you just happen to have
questions about if you may qualify, this Web site can
still be beneficial.
To find out more about Sallie Mae's Web site, just
point your browser to: www.salliemae.com

- Jeanette Lee

a
The San Bernardino Valley College Alumni
Association is looking for grads! Recieve 60% off
association membership by mentioning this ad.
Call 10 join today for only $10.

V

(909) 888-6511, ext. 1172
CUSTOM ADVENTURES
WEEKEND TOURS

r:

"Best Burger in Town"

-Laura Hall

Sammy Hagar Live at the Coussoulis

It's that time of year again for Hallow below sea level will lead you to many
een-crazed fans of all ages to gather for fun ghastly findings. The mazes include actual
and fright. For the past two years the (Jueen hangings, a vampire's cave, and many other
Mary has successfully managed to paralyze gruesome events. The survivors will be
those who seek out terror with their spine- treated to fun, dancing and music courtesy
chilling events. This Queen Mary Ship of the radio station Y107.
Admission for Shipwreck 1997 is only
wreck 1997's bash promises to bold that
same reputation that draws a oowd with an $13 per person, which includes all three
average of 2,000 per night throughout its mazes and dance fioor activities. The event
occurs on October 1012,17-19,24-31, and
three weekend run.
The Queen Mary is the perfect setting for November 1. The hours are 7:CX) pm until
spooky Halloween events. The 61-year old midnighL Shipwrwik 1997 will also host
ship is rumored to be the living quarters of the "Queen of Scream" costume party on
many ghouls and goblins. Those in search October 31, from 7:00 pm to 1:00 am for a
of a bonifying time will not be disappointed cost of $29 per person. Tickets for both
with the ship's main attractions. The events may be purchased at the box ofilce
Londontowne of Terror, Decks of the dead, starting October 1, or may be purchased at
and Engine Room which happens to sit just
-Lakeisha Johnson

WOODEN NICKEL

Hotdoggers have creative freedom
some Wieners have even appeared
in a movie with Rodney
Dangerfield and on the Oprah
Winfrey Show.
Hotdoggers are the one's re
sponsible for the Talent Search,
which enables all the television
watchers to see new children sing
ing, "My Bologna has a first
name..." 30 Hotdoggers in 10
Wienermobiles conduct these
summer auditionsas part of a year
long ride of excitement, in the
high-tech Hotdogs.
If this internship whets your ap
petite for fun and adventure con
tact Oscar Mayer, Wienermobile
Department, PO Box 7188, Madi
son, WI 53707.

Ensenada Tijuana:
OcL25-26i
Las Vegas:
Oa ll-12;Nov.

The Grand Canyon:'\

-

^

oa 17-19,

:

» <.

(909)789-2123'

.

}

'Tim^9Tlaam*HMdD.6ic£fSriieinltdmehasie.l'^

'

- Heather Forester

Home Access
Health
In today's society, especially on
college campuses, protection
against STD's and HIV have be
come a part of life. And thanks to
Home Access, students can now
have instant toll free access to pur
chase an HIV test, 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
Students here at CSUSB can
connect with Htxne Access Health
Corporation
through
our
CampusLink located at a Campus
Link located on campus. Students
can purchase either Home Access
Express, with results in three days,
or Home Access with results in a
week. Both {XDducts allow pec^le
to test for HIV anonymously.
In addition to the CampusLink,
students can call 1-800-HIV-TEST
to order. Also Home Access
Health counselors are available 24
hours a day, seven days a week to
provide students with the knowl
edge and assistance they need to
maintain control of their personal
health and well-being.
Home Access HIV tests were
cleared by the FDA in July of
1996, and are greater than 99.9%
accurate. Lastly, Home Access
tests are also available in mtxe than
21,000 drugstwes and drug whole
sale distributors throughout the
U.S. including AmeriSource,
Bindley Western, Bergen
Brunswig, Brooks, Cardinal
Health, CVS Corpwation, Duane
Reade, Eckerd Drug, Farmacias E.
Amal, Genovese, Giant Eagle,
Kroger, McKesson Drug Com
pany. Osco, Phar-Mor, Revco, Rile
Aid, Sav-on, Thrifty, PayLess,
Walgreens, and Wal-Mart.
More information about Home
Access Health can be found at
www.homeaccess.com.

-Lauren Algallar
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Abstract Sculptures

USA Academic Team

Coming soon to the University's own Robert V. Fulleiton Art Mu
seum, Richard Beckman will wow you with his abstract sculptures.
This contemporary art will only be shown from October 16 to No
vember 19. Be the first one to join the opening reception on October 16
from 5 pm to 7 pm. If your car breaks down and you miss the reception,
don't worry! There will be a discussion on his work on November 19 at
7 pm. Find your way to the Visual Arts Center's Room 101 in the
Seymour and Mignon Schweitzer Auditorium. For further information
contact Don Woodford at 880-5813.

USA Today is in collaboration
with four higher education asso
ciations in order to find the nation's
finest college students. Sixty of
these students will be named to the
1998 All-USA Academic Team.
"Team" is used as a corollary to
sports honors. Academic achieve
ment is given the same recognition
as skilled athletes.

- Doris Bravo

P R I N C I P L E S

S O U N D

R E T I R E M E N T

I N V E S T I N G

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
HAA-CREF.

W

hen it comes to planning a comfort
able future, over 1.8 million of

America's best and brightest count on

TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement

an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Traditional Annuity"* to the additional
growth opportunities of our variable invest

company, the nation's leader in customer

ment accounts, you11 find the flexibility and

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice

diversity you need to help you meet your
long-term goals. And they're all backed ty
some of the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industiy.

of people in education, research and
related fields?
The reason? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent

To leam more about the world's pre

solutions to America's long-term planning

mier retirement organization, speak to one

needs. We pioneered portable benefits.

of our expert consultants at 1 800 S42-2776

We invented the variable annui^ and
helped popularize the veiy concept of

(8 a.m.-ll p.m. ET). Or better still, speak

stock investing for retirement planning.

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers

to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensonng the fntore
for riiose
shape k.*

*Based on a survey conducted in 1996 by an independent organization In which 96% of respondents expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA'CREF.
'*TIAA is one of only a handful of companies that current hold the highest marks from the nation s leading independent raring agencies for stabili^.
sound investments, claims-paying ability* and ov*eraJ] financial strength; A+« (Superior), A.iM. Best Co.: AAA. QufF & Phelps: Aaa. A\oody's Investors
Service; AAA, Standard and Poor's. TIAAs guarantees are backed by its claims-paying ability. These racings ofTIAA as an insurance company do not
apply to CREF. CREF certificates are distributed bv TIAA-CREF Individtial and institutional Services, Inc. For more complete Informacion. including
chargM and expenses, call 1 800 84242^35, Extension 6509. f^'a prbtfpectus. Read the p^ospectos carefully befctre you invest or send mdney. ' *
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Musical Auditions
The selected group of students
will be divided into three teams of
twenty. Each team will be featured
in a special section of USAToday.
In addition, the first team will be
invited to a ceremony in Washing
ton D.C. to receive their awards of
$2,5(X) each.
All full-time undergraduates of
a four-year institution in the U.S.
or its territories are eligible and
you need not be a U.S. citizen to
apply.
If you are interested, or want to
nominate someone who you be
lieve will excel in this competition,
you can call Carol Skalski at (703)
276-5890, or contact the Chronicle
for a copy of the application.

- Jeanette Lee

Rent, the Musical 'ifAttention all musical lovers!
Rent has come to Los Angeles.
Rent is a musical of tragedy and
triumph that takes you through a
year in the life of a community in
New York's East Village. This
community of young people, vary
ing in lifestyles and backgrounds,
struggle with their soaring hopes
and the harsh realities of today's
New York.
No other musical since, A Cho
rus Line has achieved such honor
and recognition. In addition to
sweeping last year's BestMusicals
Awards by winning the Tony
Award, Rent also received Best
Musical awards from the New
York Drama Critics Circle, The
Drama Desk, the Outer Critics
Circle, and is only the seventh
musical to receive the Pulitzer
Prize for drama.
Rent is now playing through
January 19,1998 at the Ahmanson
Theater in Los Angeles. Regular
ticket prices range from $35- $70,
but $20 seats are available 2 hours
prior to every performance.
For more information call (213)
628-2772. For group sales call
(213) 972-7231.

• Lauren Algallar

LA Theater

•»*

Federico (3arcia Lorca's master
piece "The House of Bernaida
Alba" opens on September 25 at
the Los Angeles Theater Center
and will run through November 2.
Completed just months before
Lorca's assassination, the play fea
tures Cannen Zapate, star of stage.

for Hello Dolly •Tjf
Performance
Riverside,
Riverside's only performing arts
presenter, is requesting talented
singers and dancers to schedule
auditions for its next musical
HELLO, DOLLY!, for October 6
at Madilyn Clark Studios in North
Hollywood, and October 27,1997
at 7:30 pm in Riverside's Landis
Theater.
The Riverside ixoducticm opens
December 5 and runs through De
cember 21 for three weekends of
performances. Anthony Rhine and
John Vaughan are directing the
musical. Vaughan is also choreo
graphing the dances, and the mu
sical direction is provided by Crys
tal Barron.
A variety of roles are available,
including six dancing couples who
can sing well and two singing
couples who can move well to play
multiple roles. Auditioners should
come comfortably dressed for a
movement audition, with 16 bars
of sheet music for the selection
they will sing. Minorities are en
couraged to audition. There is pay
available, and up to two Equity
Guest Artist contracts may be of
fered.
Appointments will be scheduled
for the audition in North Holly
wood on October 6. The audition
in Riverside October 27 is an open
call. To obtain further information
or to schedule an appointment,
please contact Justin Van Sickle,
at (909) 222-8109.

'Laura Hall

Halloween Haunt-ST
The Coussoulis is hosting a Hal
loween Haunt on Friday, October
31at9pm. Faculty,staff,students
and alumni association members
are invited to participate in this
spooktacular event. Visit the
Haunted Hallway, hear live ghoul
ish tunes and participate in a scary
costume contest. Enjoy food, fun,
and a showing of the "Rocky Hor
ror Picture Show" complete with
costumed hosts. Come out and do
the time waip again! Ticket prices:
$6 students; $8 staff, faculty, and
alumni association members; $10
general public.

- Mary Ellen Abilez

screen, and television. For more
infmnation, please contact the Bi
lingual Foundation of the Arts at
(213) 225-4044.

- Frances Williams

Paw Prints
Rice and
Webber Do
It Again in
Fullerton
Romance, Betrayal, Family and
Fun! We have it all, opening Oc
tober 17 at the Plummer Audito
rium in Fullerton. It is Tim Rice
and Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Jo
seph, and the Amazing Technicol<x
Dreamcoat."
The Fullerton Civic Light Op
era Company will perform the up
beat and flamboyant musical "Jo
seph,
and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat." This
musical is masterfully produced
parody on the Biblical Story of
Joseph, the favorite son of Jacob,
and his eleven brothers. Your
musical ear will be fascinated by
the beautiful harmonies, and var
ied music styles the live orchestra
has to offer. Everything from
country and western, to calypso,
and 50's rock.
The Fullerton Civic Light Op
era is one of the largest musical
companies in Southern California.
They have an excellent reputation
for combining the talents of lead
ing professionals with outstanding
local talent. Come and enjoy the
excitement as the Fullerton Civic
Light Opera climaxes its 25lh an
niversary season with this enter
taining and terrifically mastered
musical "Joseph, and theAmazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat." The en
gagement runs October 17 through
November 2,1997.
Performances;
October 17,18,23,24,25,30,
31, and November 1 at 8:00 pm
October 19, 25, 26, Novem
ber 1 and 2 at 2:00 pm
October 26 at 7:00 pm
Ticket Information:
$14.00 to $32.00; available at
Fullerton Civic Light Opera build
ing, 218 West Commonwealth
Avenue, Fullerton; Monday-Fri
day 10:00 am - 5:00 pm; Saturday
noon to 4:00 pm
Visa, MasterCard, American
Express, and Discover accepted.
Theater Location:
Plummer Auditorium, North
west corner of Chapman and
Lemon Streets in Fullerton.
Telephone Charge Line: (714)
879-1732
Information Line: (714) 5263832

' Alicia Johnson

Become a reporter
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A Double Dose of The Cramps Comes to Southern California
Remember back in the late 70's
when punk rock music became the
voice of raging youth? When
bands like The Ramones, The Sex
Pistols, and The Cramps were all
you listened to? Well, southern
California is about to get a double
dose of The Cramps this month.
So head on over to The Palace in

Hollywood on October 28 or The
(jalaxy Theater in Santa Ana on
October 29 and see The Cramps
live in concert
The Cramps will launch their
North American tour on October
18 in Las Vegas at the Huntridge
Theater. They will be supported
by Japanese imports Guitar Wolf

and psycho-billy prodigies Demo
lition Doll Rods.
On September 23 The Cramps
released their latest album called
Big Beat From Badsville on Epi
taph Records. Lux Interior and
Poison Ivy, The Cramps pop icons,
have proven to the world that a
dangerous life on the fringe can be

MJS
B

R

the key to a healthy long life. Over
their 20-year plus career. The
Cramps, who remain an obscure
band of freaks with a worldwide
cult following, have released over
12 full-length albums.

-Lauren Algallar

Q

OCTOBER 15TH
11AM - 1 PM
IN FRONT OF THE
LIBRARY
lunch prices:
,
students - $ 2.00 ' i
faculty/staff - $3.00j

COME MEET YOUR
NEW PRESIDENT,
VICE PRESIDENTS,
AND DEANS.

FACE PAMNG
DUNK TANK

DUNK TANK PBOCEEDS
Will BE DONATED TO THE
CHILDREN'S CENTER.

WATERBALLOON
TOSS
TUG - 0 - WAR
3-LEGGED RACE

STUDENTS, STAFF & FACULTY
Tickets Available at the AS! Box Office, Student Union Main Desk, & the
Student Leadership & Development Office

Sponsored by; Associated Students Inc., The Student Union, Coussouiis Arena,
Student Leadership & Development, Rec Sports, Foundation Food Service,
Housing, The Athletics Department, and The Student Union Program Board

Arts & Entertainment
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Anime Relief Offices:

No Need to Miss Tenchl
Corina Borsul^

Chronicle Staff Writer

Well, hello again all you anime
fans out there. It's time to start
another round of "Anime Relief
Offices!"
For those of you new to this
column, the title is an homage to
one of my favorite OVA series,
"Oh My Goddess!" That having
been said, don't think that's the
only kind of anime that will be
covered in these hallowed col
umns. My goal is to provide as
much information about as many
types of anime as I possibly can.
Now that that's out of the way, on
to 'Tenchi Muyo! The TV series."
Some of you may already be
familiar with the Tenchi Muyo!
(loosely translated as no need for
Tenchi) characters fran the OVA
series or the Tenchi Muyo movie
that aired (»the Sci-Fi channel. If
you haven't visited the Masaki's
yet, boy are you missing ouL
The Tenchi series is a dreamgirl style series similar to"Oh My
Goddess!" (Yes, I know I said

there would be other stuff too. Just
wait until next time.) Tenchi
Masaki is your average, slightly
shy Japanese teenager. He lives at
home with his father and grandfa
ther. One day, a space pirate crash
lands near his home and Tenchi's
life changes forever. Before he
knows it, Tenchi's house becomes
home to Galaxy Police officers,
space pirates, intergalactic prin
cesses and a bevy of other extra
terrestrial beauties.
Unfortunately, or maybe fortu
nately, almost every one of these
girls have an interest in Tenchi.
This causes more than its share of
problems and crazy adventures.
Basically, 'Tenchi Muyo!" is
a romantic comedy with a big em
phasis on the comedy. There re
ally isn't a lot of actual romance,
even though Tenchi gets plenty of
attention from the series' female
population. There are a few emo
tional episodes in the series, but
generally the focus is on laughs.
The voice acting and music in
both the subtitled and dubbed ver
sions are quite good. In fact, the

Aerosmith Still Rocks
Abe Sanchez

Chronicle Staff Writer

Aerosmith still keeps rockin'
with the recent release of Nine
Lives.
The title of the album fits well,
for the band has survived a roller
coaster career. Drugs had become
a problem during the eighties, and
egos seem to be the concern with
the band today.
According to Joe Perry, guitar
ist, the band has been able to over
come the drug ptiblem, but it—
we all—still have huge egos to
deal with. This could be one rea
son it took over two years from
their last release Get a Grip.
How does the album sound?
Like Aerosmith. The album con
tinues the sexual innuendo with the
heart-breaking ballads we have all
come to expect from the band. It
wouldn't be Aerosmith without a
daik story about a lost love. Right?
I'll bet Aerosmith has a clause to
, have a'9Qrtain amoqnr,qf,ballads

per album. This way, it will be a
sure thing with radio program di
rectors.
Anyway, the album has the hid
den rock-your-ass-off music that
will not be played on the air. For
instance, cut four "Taste of India."
If you think it is about Indian
food, well, think again. The cut
speaks of a certain part of the fe
male anatomy; we'll jiist leave it
at that. The rhythm section will
remind you of Led Zeppelin.
Credit should really go to Joey
Kramer, drummer, and Tom
Hamilton, bass; together they aeate the mood of the song. The
melody of the song has the flavor
of Indian music, yet in keeping the
Western-style beatand in combin
ing both, they add color to the
piece. The cut does not sound ra
dio-friendly, so don't waste your
time listening for the song to come
on the air.
The next cut of the album "Full
Circle" sounds too much like
"Crying" from Gel A Grip, and I'll
leave it at that. Cut six,
.'/Something's Gotta Give"—

rocks!
"Pink" could be the coolest
sounding cut of the album. Lyrics
may not be suitable for children,
but the music makes up for the in
nuendo.
Overall, the album gets three
and a half fists out of five. Even
though it sounds like the last al
bum, it's good to know that
Aerosmith can still rock.
Tyler and the boys are support
ing the album by touring, which
started back in June in Portland.
As a matter of fact, the Aerosmith
boys are coming to town just down
the street at Glen Helen Block
buster Pavilion. The show is on
October 18 and these guys know
how to rock a live audience.

Be a part of the
Chronicle staff

Call
880-5000
ext. 3940

opening theme of the dubbed ver
sion is very fun and singable.
Rarely do I find that dubbed mu
sic is as good as or better than the
original Japanese, but this is.
For those who are interested,
the voice actors for the English lan
guage version are the same as
those used in the Tenchi Muyo fea
ture film that airsas part of the SciFi channel's Saturday Anime.
The TV series, known as the
"Tenchi Muyo! Universe Collec
tion," has a slightly different
storyline from the OVAseries. The
character designs and personalities
are faithful to the original flavor
though. For die-hard Tenchi fans,
the TV series even provides a bo
nus. The fourth volume of the se
ries is an animated account of a
Tenchi Muyo radio drama, not
available in the OVA series.
The Tenchi TV series is avail
able in subtitled and dubbed versitMis from Honeer video. The first
t^ contains four episodes. Each
subsequent tape has three epi
sodes. The eight volume series is
-See Anime page 18 -
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COUSSOULIS
TUESDAY

OCT. 28
COME SEE

MARCUS BUFF

BAGWELL

CURT HENNIG

CHRIS BENOIT
DEAN MALENKO
JEFF JARREH
$20 I $12
for Mere Info, Col! 909-880-7360.
Met! Awoiloble ot the Couuooiij Areno BM Office HP-121 8om to 5pm
& A-S.l. Box Office
CARD IS SUaeCTTO CHANGE

SUBjeCT TO SEIWCt CHAKGt
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Tommy Lee Jones,
left, Will Smith,
right, provide intergalactic immigra
tion services to
aliens in Columbia
Pictures' sciencefiction, action-com
edy Men in Black.

Photo bv Molinda Su* Gordon. courtotY ol
CoturrMa PictuiM

FROM THE CREATOR OF "SCREAM'

Men in Black
Cheri Dixon

Executive Editor

The concept of extraterrestrial
life and battles between earthlings
and their outer space counterparts
has long been at the heart of science fiction plots in books and
movies.
The twist, that our government
has a specialized department in
effect to deal with aliens and even
allow them immigration into the
U.S., is at the heart of Men in
Black. Instead of invading our
planet, the aliens are already
here—living mostly in New York
City.
Neither a typical sci-fi, nor an
everyday action-thriller. Men in
Black's (MIB) appeal lies in its
continual focus on the central char
acters rather than galactic battles.
The men who wear the black, and
work fOT the specialized govern
ment agency, are K (Tommy Lee
Jones) and J (Will Smith).
Jones does a great job of han
dling all crises in a deadpan, nononsense manner, and having a
very dry sense of humor. Smith's
performance is terrific as the
shoot-from-the-hip and also the
mouth, pariner-intraining. Al
though J has a bit of a rebellious
attitude, his instincts are always
right, causing him eventual suc
cess in every situatitm.

MIB's charm comes from a few,
funny lines throughout and special
effects which are particularly well
done by Industrial Light and
Magic and Eric Brevig. Although
the supporting cast are not heavily
utilized, the roles are well as
sumed. Linda Fiorentino plays an
offbeat doctor of the morgue, and
Vincent D'Onofrio is an alien re
sembling a giant cockroach, who
has stuffed himself into the skin of
a hillbilly corpse.
D'Onofrio's make-up by Rick
Baker is outstanding, taking up to
six hours to apply in later scenes,
where the ccspse is decomposing
on the alien.
In its spoofing of governmental
bureaucracy, MIB sometimes
stretches our credulity. Come on,
is reading supermarket tabloids
really our best source of informa
tion on extraterrestrial activity?
But, overall, MIB is lighthearted
and well worth watching as an out
of the ordinary flick.
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ASI
~ conf. from page 1 size the things that pull us together
rather than those that cause sepa
ratism and discord," said
Amafldon.
Amafidon's primary goal is to
develop an effective communica
tion system that keeps students in
formed of campus activities. He
recommends two measures. First,
the use of posters and banners to
improve information dissemina
tion on campus. Second, the de
velopment of a program enabling
individuals and groups to an
nounce their events through e-

mail.
Amafldon feels that students
have not had success regarding stu
dent socializing. ASI is request
ing the establishment of a"Univer
sity Day" in the events calendar.
The goal is to create a day the en
tire university community can
come together in an atmosphere of
festivity. "We would like to see
students participate without think
ing about the penalties of missing
classes," says AmaHdon.
The third goal the president
would like to achieve is student
participation in campus-wide ccmmunities. To allow effective par-

San Bernardino Valley College
Courses Beginning After Oct. 1
ACCT203: CouplerAppUadovorAcicoaii(lQ(;OtM6rr0icc(ffl6«r/0
AOCT 204: Coiqalef Aemttlii(; SpmdAeelc;Odobtr 2t • Dtcmbtr 18
ADJUS 101: lauo.V)A^Bin.cltuilcf,Oit«Ur20'Dtt*mbtrlO
AIRTVL102: Fli^l AModmSon«y:Oc(«0«r 14-ntcfBikrl
AIRTVL104: TetmiMlocr, CodedndOpeiatlois:
0(c«mli*r2
AIRTVL104: Ofil Inlefviewing SldU» for Enyloymeol; OaoUr IS • DtcnAir 3
AIRTVLIOS: Service: GT0yadaDdIl>fligtit:Oe'D^''/4> Occrmlvr11
AIRTVLI09: S>rety:CiraaDdaiulfD-ntlU:<7cMOrrltf-Occ(mO«<'ll
AIRTVLlll: TwvelRricfvMioaSyileroP;Oaobtr 13-Dtctmbir 1
AIRTVLIK: Tr»velCeotw^• NonbemEiyopr.Oaob*riS-Dictmbtr}
AKTHRO 101: Oillonl AoUaopolOfy; Oaobtr20 • Dtambrr 10
AimiROW: PbyricdAnOvopototy: OdoOer10-DMrmlxr 10
ART09S<4: Muld-MeduPtcaeDtiliaaKOctoOrr!!• Orcrmlvr 11
ART 100: Art Kstory: Tbe Stooe Apr to (be Middtr Ape*:OaoUr J8-Dttmlur II
ART 12004: BuicDedgD: Ooo6(rl0-Zl(«m6<r 10
ART124I4: Dtwitig; Odobtr 6' DfctmUr 10
ART 12(04: Painting: OdoOer 6-XlKeetlwr 10
ASLltHh BeginningAiDrf(c»oSifDLwgufe;Oc(«lwr2-Z)rcemIwr 10
CD tSl: PareUiaglsMetiDCtiiklDevelopineobOcfolwrlJ.lVceiniwrl
COMM 100; InlrocOictiop to Bfoadcastiiig; Odoler13- OtetuAtrll
*Noie: TUsclasi ii ofleicd Onlne
CSYSlOt: Cc(n|n(efLJIency;OdoOrrll-£>(ormiwrll
CSYS104: Udng MadnlodK Oaobtr 4• No\tmbrr 22; Oaober 16- Otcetabtr 16
ENGL 911: Basic Gmnmar and UMge Review: Oaober6 •Oaober 29; November 3 • December I
ENGL 914: Basic Wriliiig:OcSoOcr 15 • December 10
ENGL 012: Reaeanti Paper Wrnksfoop: Oaober 7•October 30; November 4 •December 2; Oaober 2S'

December 20

ENGL OlS: Preparation (or College Wriiing;Oaober 13 • December 11; Oaober 13 • December 10
ENGL 101: pRStanao Cotnpocitioti: Oaober 20• December IS
ENGL 1(3: QacanoLileTatare; Oaober 13• December 10
SSL 931: Patlems of Contemparary English U: Oaober 13• December 20
ESL 941: Patlemsof CoBlein|Mrary English rV:^plwr 14 - December11
ESL94S: ldicnisiDAllieiieaDEnglidi:Oc«oher 14- Dreemhrr11
HIST 100: Kstory of Ihe Uoiled Stales: Pram Cotaoial Times lo Ov Qvil War: Oaober 21b December 10
HIST 101: IBslory of the UiOled Stales: From Ihe ISOCTs to Ihe Pseseol:Oaober 20 • December 10
HIST 13S: ReHgloa lo Atnerica: October 13• December 10
HIST 140: iDtmhicOon to M^ani^AiiiRicanSuidiettGcfotwr 21•DrcrmOer 11
HUMDV900: AssessmeMorLeamiiigDisabillltestadeOerli-DeceMOeri
HUMSV 170: lDiioclBciiiMiloHBiisaServices:Odobrr30-D«eetnh(rll
HUMSV 173:
OOober 20 • December 1
HUMSV 101: Akliohol/Dn|Sndes:IiMoihiclica:OdDOer21-DecmiOerll
HUMSV 190: Drop:UseandAboseiOdofcrrll-Deeewierll
HUMSV2(1: Sek<*dSiedl«slnHamwSe*vkes;O<td*#rl5.Dea*t«r/0
HUMSV 291: AkoboVDrar Special StMlst;OcroOee«>i)ec*mhrrO
MIS 070: failroihictlcn
to Disk Opersliiig Syatm:OdoOer 21•Deceoiber 10
MB 073: McttNonPawerP«)lMforWtedowt93:OdoOerl9>i)*e»iihrr20
MB31S: DbUbiaeMil»pmmt9ftteu»iOetobeei'DecemberlO
MUS131: InlefflwiNF Voice;OdeOee14 • December II
MUS133: BegUniiig Piino;Oaober 13• DetewAer 10
MUS 1(002: hiiredieiiaD to Woodwind, Biise.and Rmnsaicn Enaemble:October 9 • December It
OlS 070: blnxhiciiao to Didt Operating SyatiKOdoOee21• OecmOer 10
OlS 973: McrasaOPowerPaiMforWDdDwsOStOicfoOerlO. Deeembfe 20
OIS 00004: Boildi^ KeybaudSUDs; Oaober13- DetmiAor 15; Oaober 16 • December 18
ORIBKT100; Sintegiei ta CoDep Soecea:Oaober 21 • December 9; October 15• December 10; QtfeOee
17- Oaober 25; Oaober11 • OeeeateeO; Oaober 13• Deeeoiber 8; Oaober 13 - December I
PHTflO: taini kctioDloRmnacyTcdmologytOdoOrelO-OecenihrrlO
PHIL 103: blfodacilca 10LogteArgamnd and Evidence:OdoOer 21-OectmOer11
PB390I3: Pmfciiinnil Aclivitce: Tennia;Oaober 13- December 11
PB-ilt7<A- CtomComirySk^tjiOaober 13'Dieembie 10
POUT 100; Anmtiaa
;fiaober20-Dtcemberl0
POLIT2Z2: S*dalhnNeiiisi»WltlealSeienee;Odolee20-il*cee**rl0
PSYCH000; MaOiWlbe*Fear.Ow6eeO.Dlw*»ee«
PSYCH 100:

,r680ta

DeeetiAerO

Oeaenltt3diOtoa.Oaoher20-De€oo^lO;Oaober2l-Dteatobertl:Oaobeel3.

READ Ml: Phonics: October 13- DecemberlO
REC013: AdvaiKedTcciaaqnetofBatkpaUtlBgtOtfoOerlO-Oecemfref 11
SOC 100; burodDCticn to Sociology: Oaober 10 • December 11;October 21 • Dtcewiber II
SOC170: IntnxhicliooloHsiBMtSHVjMtOdDOerlO-OecssiOrrll
SOC 173: Ifelpii^ SBUa; Oaober 20-December 10
SPAN 101: CoOepSpaidshLOdoOrrO-DeeeaiOeell
SPEECH 910: Oral Ctaiainuikalica:Oaober 13• Decetober 10
THART11404: Refaeanal and Ptelianimoe:OdeOrr14 •DeoemOeeP

For registration information call (909) 8886511 or check out our website at
http://sbccd.cc.ca.us/sbvc/index.htm

ticipation in these meetings, ASI
is asking the University to consider
scheduling the meetings around
lunch time, a period identifying
the scheduling of fewer class ses
sions.
Seeking closer ties with the dif
ferent groups and organizations
and co-sponsoring the events that
will benefit the students is the fi
nal goal outlined in Amafidon's
speech. ASI has demonstrated
determinatioit through collabora
tive events in order to make the
local community understand that
CSUSB exists as a part of it.
According to Amafldon, ASl's
message to the campus is the ex
istence of the corporation for the
use by faculty and staff in dissemi
nating ideas and information that
will help the students in their
crowded schedules of education
and life. It exists to help dissipate
the tensions that arise due to misundeistanding ormisinterpretaticm
of policies on both sides. In addi
tion to the mediator role of the cor
poration, Amafldon said ASI will
use the term "expectations" in the
place of "demands"to express spe
cific concerns.
Among the diverse and numer
ous student expectations, ASI has
found a general consensuson such
issues as; the expectation of the
University to provide academic
and career counselors in ratio widi
student demand, the reduction in
textbook prices, a thorough review
of the 2q>peal system in the matter
of die parking citation, and a reex
amination of the Serano Village
rent so that more students will be
attracted to live on campus.
ASI Vice President T.J. Wood
said his general focus is expand
ing the Student Union. Wood
would like to accomplish moving
the campus radio station from the
Creative Arts Building to the SUident Union. "By moving the ra
dio station to a centralized area,
anticipation is for more student
awareness and the assurance for
dorm broadcasting," said Wood.
Hie prqxisal is to convert the out
side patio located between the Stu
dent Union and the cafeteria.
Pedro Garberoglio, ASI Ccmtroller, says that everyone in ASI pos
sesses the same goals indirectly but
that "my main objective is to give
money back to the clubsand orga
nizations through Club Allocation
Budget (CAB) to jvomote events
on campus."
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Forecxfi
A[HiI 20 - May 20
Teamwork is essential if you hope to take
advantage of a fabulous of^K^nily for
gain. Pull out all the stops.

<7e4Ht'He
May 21 - June 21
Keep a positive outlook as you put recent
progress in perspective. Change is
inevitable so flow with the tide.
June 22 - July 22
Loved ones and old friends play a
(Hominent role in future proceedings. Let
spiritual insi^ls guide your actions.

Leo
July 23 - August 22
Now is ixM the time to launch a bold
initiMive. Take time to think things
through realistically.
U/XfO
August 23 - September 22
Your insight is a decided pitis as you plot
a future course. Let your sixth sense
guide you.
September 23 • October 23
Take advantage of a rare opputunity to
advance goals. A job offer that fits you
like a giove might become availaUe.

^ao/ipio
October 24 - November 21
Af^ehensrons over a tough decision you
made diminish as time processes. Trust
you judgemenL

November 22 - Deceiidier 21
If it costs too much money, don't buy it!!
Present circumstances could dictate a
cost-ccnscious policy.

Oapyioo^H
December 22 - January 19
The more practical you %re, the sotmer
you could reach a cherished goal. Keep
your feet on the ground.

January 20 - F^«uary 18
Get details out <A the way as soon as ycai
can. Your organizing abilities give you
the muscle you need to cut red tape.

FltexA
February 19 - Mardi 20
Bite your trague before saying something
you don't really mean. What you say
could easily be misinterpreted.

March21-April 19
You ate definitely in the spotlight as past
favors to other return tenfold. Take a
well-deserved bow.
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Women's
Volleyball
is Off to a
Good Start
By Dennis Egizi
Distribution l^anager
Women's Volleyball is off to a
terrific start this season. After los
ing their first game, the Lady Coy
otes ran off eleven consecutive
wins. As they begin CCAA con
ference play, they look to continue
their solid play. The Coyotes are
currently 13-3. The team will host
four consecutive home matches
against CCAA opponents. All
home matches are in the
Coussoulis Arena and are free to
students with I. D.

CSUSB Women's Volleyball team

Women's Volleyball Schedule
Date

Home/Avi^ay Opponent

Time

Oct 8
Oct 11
Oct 15
Oct 17
Oct 22

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home

7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7K)0HvI

UC Riverside
CS Dominguez Hills
CS Los Angeles
Grand Canyon
CS Badersfield

Intramurals
By Lakeisho Johnson
Chronicle Staff Writer

According to the new Coordi
nator of Recreational Sports,
Frank Guerre, there is a new de
partment policy on intramurals
(recreational teams within
CSUSB). CurrenUy the recre
ational department is accepting
team and individual sign-ups for
soccer and flag football.
Guerro's goal is to jMomote or
ganized teams and individual af
filiations that are interested in
playing against other recreational
teams on the CSUSB campus. If
there is a sufficient interest the
recreational department will add
tennis, golf, volleyball, basket
ball, racquetball, and other sports.
Any student, faculty, staff, or
alumni that are interested may
contact Guerro's office at exten
sion 5235.

school in literacy and culture. Her
specialties are language acquisi
tion, literacy, and bilingual educa
tion.
Marilyn Stoner is our newly ten
ured assistant prttfessorof nursing.

Stoner has been a full time profes
sor at Cal State and is expecting to
receive her Ph.D soon. She speci^zes in nursing education.
In the department of geography,
Mark Kumler is the new face.
Kumler comes to us from the Uni
versity of Colorado, Boulder were

Work Study funds with a request
(not a requirement mind you) that
50% of that increase be used to
begin America Reads jwograms in
their communities.
The program will spend an esti
mated $2.75 billion over the next
five years nation wide. The
program's overall goal is that
American children will read at
grade level by the end of the third
grade. Its approach is intervention
through before and after school as
wfeU as summer reading programs
rather than remediation. By keep
ing reading-challenged children
with their peers and identifying
and woiking on their individual
problems, America Reads hopes to
boost children's confidence and in
crease their academic involvement
and success in the future.
Prospective America Reads tu
tors first had to pass a stringent ap
plication process. In fact, much to
the diagrin of many an applicant,
the application was available only
on the Financial Aid Department's

web-site (living proof that you
web-phobics need to get it to
gether). While some grumbled and
groaned about it, 2,200 af^licants
managed to file their application
online. Students from all class lev
els, ages, and majors realized a
good deal when they saw it.
Out of that group, about 25 were
chosen during the summer and ap
proximately 60 more began their
training (16 hours are required) on
September 27 to satisfy the high
demand for reading tutors. Under
America Reads Program Coordi
nator Dr. Sherry Howie, the tutors
learn the skills to both teach read
ing and to identify and woric with
reading-challenged youngsters.
After their training with Howie, tu
tors may undergoadditional train
ing at the individual school dis
tricts.
What separates CSUSB's pro
gram from other programs, accord
ing to Krug, is that it has put virtu
ally all of its increase toward the
program. Krug is looking for out-

- Cant, from page 10 -

America Reads
- Cont from page 2 other subjects as well. Overcrowd
ing in schools has forced most
teachers to teach to a general level.
At the very least, this causes read
ing-challenged children to become
underachievers and hurts their con
fidence. Left unchecked, these
problems can exacerbate to the
point where students are either
placed in special education drop
out of school altogether.
While programs like Head Start
and Parents as FirstTeachers have
made a dent in the nation's illit
eracy i^oblem, there was still asig
nificant number of children not re
ceiving the benefits of such pro
grams. Enter President Clinton's
Corporation for National Service.
In a nutshell, it is the ofiicial name
given to the President's pet project
of giving Americans the cq)portunity to earn a college education
through community service. Uni
versities nation-wide received a
35% general increase in Federal

be was an assistant professor of
geogrsfihy. He received bis Ph.D
fircun UC Santa Barbara. Kumler
now specializes in cartographic
design and geographic inftNmation
systems.
If you hai^n see any of these
new faces on campus be sure to
welcome them to beautiful San
Bemardino.
side support both to expand onto
the current program as well as to
create new ones. News of the
program's success with its initial
group of tutors servicing the dis
tricts of Rialto, San Bernardino,
and Foniana spread quickly and
the iwogram'scoordinators (Krug,
Howie, and Work Study Coordi
nator Cheryl Stout) found that
there was a need in more schools,
more grade levels and more sub
jects. CSUSB's America Reads
program has added the districts of
Colton and Redlands and ex
panded to accommodate students
through the sixth grade. For more
information on America Reads at
CSUSB see the Financial Aid
office's web-site.

<5ilirin R.es-ume CritiquesPUcement Couns-elinq
CPn'Cc^mpus- InterviewsPull anJ P(5irt~Time COID I is-tinq?
Ctu Jent PmploLjment CPpportunitie?
Cc^reer Librc^irL) Pes-ources(

NSW

cyoice^ cr

WLt do Ljou want to loe wlien 400 grow up v
is new IntercJictive C<5ireer Pxplorc^tc^tion (PuiJe can cissist ijou
witin cc^reerTnciking decisions!
Career
Center

LJniversitq Mcill; Room 379
Office Pourff:

Pi,one: 909/880-5-250

neffJciij: Sam " 5 pm Tkurydciq: 8cim " 6 pm

PriJaq: 8am ~ 4 pm
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Open to all current students, faculty, staff, and alumni

Fitness Center Hours
Monday
2:30-10:00
Tuesday
12:00-10:00
Wednesday 2:30-10:00
Thursday
12:00-10:00
Friday
2:30-10:00

Open Gvm Hours

")nen Swim Hours

7 Days a Week

12:00-4:00
bunday
10:30-1:00& 2:30-6:00
Monday
8:00-10:00 & 12:00-6:00
Tuesday
/Vednesday 10:30-1:00 & 2:30-6:00
8:00-10:00 & 12:00-6:00
Thursday
10:30-1:00& 2:30-6:00
-riday
12:00-4:00
Saturday

Coussoulis Arena and Coyote Den
Gymnasium are open seven days a
week for specific hours.
Call Recreational Sports, ext.
5235, to get current listing.

Save another

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$50

cash back*

$300

Color StyleWriter* 4500
Now $3t7^ B£FO« REBATT

cash back*

Power Macintosh* 6500/275

to

32AGB/i2XC0/Multiple Scan i^V
L2/Zip Drive/Ethemet/Video In/NTSC Out/Kbd

o

r+

co

$200

NOW $2,645** BEFORE RBAH

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

cash back*
PowerBook* 1400CS/133

x6/iGB/8XCDA.2/iI.3" DSTN display
Now $1,999**

BEFORE REBATE

Now Is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than

r+

you can Imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are

•-0

eligible for special cash rebates.
*Thls Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

Coyote Computer Comer
Located in the upper level of the Coyote Bookstore
Hours: 7:45am to 8:oopm M-TH • 7:45am to 4:30pm FRI
You can reach us at (909) 880-5986

onW, aU 8ofr«co-7Soa or TTY 8ao-7»-otoi.

$100
cash back*
Power Macintosh* 4400/200
i6/2GB/8XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2
Ethemet/Kbd
Now $1,756** BEFORE RKATE

.. :
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Doc in the Box: Breast Cancer Awareness Month
By Dr. Joyce Jordan
Special to the Chronicle
Abreast lump, nipple discharge
or unexplained pain can be a warn
ing sign of cancer. Cancer of the
breast is the most common form
of cancer in women in the United

States. In California, between
1990 and 1994, there were 7,615
new cases of breast cancer diag
nosed in women and 61 new cases
in men in the Riverside, San Ber
nardino, and other nearby counties.
While the incidence of breast can
cer in young women is extremely

low, it does occur. For example,
of the 7,615 new cases of breast
cancer documented in this same
period, three of the women were
in the 20-24 age range and 35 were
in the 25-29 age range. The larg
est incidence of new cases occurred in women 60 years and

E D V C A T I () X

R E S E A R C H

older. Early detection remains the
key to better treatment options and
survival.
An important tool for the early
detection of any breast problem is
a routine breast self-exam. An
other tool used to help screen for
svmptomatic or non svmptomatic

C O M M U N I T Y

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.

W

ith nearly 80 years of leadership experience
in our field, TIAA-CREF is eminently
qualified to help you build a comfortable, woriyfree retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable —
today, nearly two million of the best minds in
America trust us with their financial future.
Allow us to review our qualifications.

Superior strength
With over $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is
the world's largest retirement organization —
and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only
a handful of companies to have earned top rat
ings lor financial strength, and CREF is one of
Wall Street's largest investors.'

Solid, long-term performance

•J

We seek out long-term opportunities that other
companies, in pursuit of quick gains, often miss.
Though past performance can't guarantee
future results, this patient philosophy has
proven extremely rewarding.

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the

lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries. Therefore, more of your money
goes where it should—towards ensuring
your futurei^

Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed
investment options to help build your assets.
With stock, bond, money market, and real
estate accounts—as well as a guaranteed
annuity to choose from—TIAA-CREF makes
diversification ea^.

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us
from every other retirement company. In the
latest Dalbar Consumer Satisfaction Survey,
a study of 2,000 financial companies, TIAACREF was voted the leading provider of
retirement plans.
If you work in education, research, or relat
ed fields, why not put TIAA-CREF's experi
ence to work for you? To find out more, visit
our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us
at 1-800-842-2776.

Ensurii^ the fiiture
for those who shape it.''
nd investments, claims-paying ability, and overall Rnancial
(Superior), A.M. Best Co.; AAA, Duff & Phelps; AM, Moody's Investor Services; AAA Standard and Poors for stabiJily.
strength. These ratings of TIAA
\y do not sp^y to CREF.
c'Pikir'.' /ikkinitM Ratimf
1996; Upper Analytical Services. Inc..
A/htlvtutil Diifn.
1996 (Quarter^). For more c plete information, including charaes
expenses, call I •B()0-B42-2733, extension 5509. for CREF and TIAA Real RaUie prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest c send moruty. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutionai Services. Inc. distributes CREF certificates and the variable component of TIAA cmtracts.
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breast cancer is a mammogram.
Ultra sound of the breast is also
used in conjunction with a mam
mogram to help distinguish a solid
from a fluid-filled tumor. In a
young woman in her 20's or 30's,
most lumps of the breast are be
nign or non cancerous. Benign
lumps can be fibroadenoma's or
fibrocystic. Any lump or changes
in your breasts should be evaluated
by your physician. Ignoring the
lump due to fear of cancer, lack of
insurance or the like will not make
the problem disappear.
The current guidelines by the
American Cancer Society are as
follows:
• Women who are above 40
years of age are encouraged to hav
ing a mammogram performed ev
ery 1-2 years or as directed by their
physicians.
• Women who are 50 years of
age or older are advised to have
an annual mammogram or as di
rected by their physician.
If you have a mammogram done
and it is reported as ncxmal, but
you feel a lump prior to your next
scheduled exam, then go back to
your physician for reevaluation.
Mammograms are performed by
a radiology technician and inter
preted by a radiologist who sends
the results back to your referring
physician. Mammograms should
be performed in addition to your
physician's clinical exam. Every
woman should also do breast selfexams monthly.
The Student Health Center and
Women's Adult Re-entry Center
will be sponsoring a mobile mam
mogram service on site at the
health center on October 29,1997.
The cost of the service will be
$65.00 (payable in cash or money
order). The mobile mammogram
unit here that day cannot accept or
bill any insurance. This mobile
screening program will be open to
all women students, faculty, staff
and members of their households.
If you are a woman over forty
or have felt something during your
own self-exam and have not had a
mammogram yet, then take some
time for yourself and schedule an
exam. Encourage your family
members, loved ones and friends
(within the appropriate age ranges)
to schedule one as well. Call (909)
880-5241 for an appointment.
There are limited appointments
available for this screening date.

- Cant on next page -
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October 9,1997
- cont. from prev. page If you don't have any insurance
(including Medi-cal) or have a
very high deductible, you may
qualify for a free mammogram
through a state-funded program
called BCEDP (Breast Cancer
Early Detection Program). There
are infmnation sheets at the health

center which describe this pro
gram. If you feel that you may
qualify for this program, then call
PRO Radiology at (909) 925-6494,
extension 2 and ask for Sandra.
You can also call Libreria Del
Pueblo, at (909) 820-4642 and ask
for Lidia, Monday-Friday morn
ings, to try to qualify for this free

mammogram program.
If you have any questions,
please stop in and talk with a staff
member at the health center. There
are patients inftxmation pamphlets
available as well as a video on
examination of your breast which
can be viewed at the health center.
The health center will also provide
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a free Ixeast examination, but if
you need a mammogram, you will
be referred to an offcampus ccmtracted site. The cost for a mam
mogram is $63.00 if done offcampus. Some insurance plans
can be billed directly to our contraaed facility. Remember, the
best protection is early detection.

TIAA-CREF.
Proven
Solutions

•••••

To Last

- Morningstar ratings for the
CREF Global Equities Account, CREF Equity index Account,
and CREF Growth Account*

a Lifetime.

Anime

—cont. from page 16 -

divided into three sections; Tencbi
on Earth I-III (TV series episodes
1-10), Adventures in Time and
Space IV (episodes 11-13), and
Tenchi in Space V-VIII (episodes
14-25). Pioneer has only released
volumes I-VI so far, but future
volumes are forthcoming.
If you have questions, or if
there is an anime title you would
like to see reviewed, write to
Anime Relief Offices! In care of
the Chronicle, CM-email me directly
at cborsuk@acme.csusb.edu.

Vtfe take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is. we're
equally proud of the ratings we

y's rating for TIAA*

get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the finan
cial futures of the education and
sfaction Survey***

-The 1995 DALUAR

research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditioned

ADVERTISE IN
THE CHRONICLE
Classified

Call 880-5000
ext. 3940

and variable annuities to life

your service bowled me over.'
-William Ravdtn, TIAA-CREF Ptf^ipant

insurance and personal savings
plans, you'll find we provide
the right choices—and the
dedication—to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goads. The
rating services back us up. So
does Bill.
To receive a free Personal
Investing Kit. including chaurges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, caU us at
1800 226-0147. Please read them

Top ratings from
orningstar, Moody's, S&P,
DALBAR, and Bill.

carefully before you invest or
send money.
www.tiaa-cref.0r3

Ensurins the future
for those who shape it.^

•So«c« Mommgsiai. Inc.. June 1997. MonUnoetaf is an mdepandant aervwe that lates mutual lunds and vaMUe annunaa The Up10*q* huste in an inve»^tcate<pry 'ecewe liye
next 22.6* receive lour stars. Monunosiar propnetary laengsreflect lustoncal rtsfcadjuMed performance, and arewbiact U ch»9e every month They are
®
^
ten-year average annual returns in excess ol 90<Jav Tieasuty bill returns with appropriate (ee adiusimenia, and a risk lactot that rene^paifotmance
r^ened u above are Momingstai's pubUahed ratings, which are weighted aveiages of its three-, five-, andten-year ratings (or pettodaending June 30.1997 The aeparate (unpublished) ratings
f(H aaeh of the periods are
.

Pariod
3-Year

SYte

10-Year

CHEF Stock
Aocotuit
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1.423
4/924
4/441

CREF Bond
Martat Acoennt

Star Rating/Nuntber
of Fixed Income
Accounts Rated
4/566
4/364
N/A

CREFBociol
Choice Account

Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1,423
4/924
N/A

CREFOlobel
STnittiTT ftmnriim

Star Rating/Number of
Intemaaonal Equity
Accounts Rat^
5/274
5/158
N/A

CRBPBqtiitf

CREFOfCwth

Star Ratmg/Numbet of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A

Star Ratmg/Numbec of
Domesac Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A

•Thase u«) ratings are based on TlAA'sexcepuonal financial strength,claims-paying abibty and overall operating performance "•
DALBAR. '"c -19»
TAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services For more complete Information, including charges and expenses, please read the CREFPrtwpectus offered above Read it carefully beiote you
TIAA-CREF
invest or send money

* EXTRA INCOME '97 •
Earn $200 - $500weekly mail
ing travel brochures. For more
information send a self ad
dressed stamped envelope to:
Seabreeze Travel, P.O. Box
0188, Miami, FL 33261.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader in college marlieting
is seeldng an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job eamings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media. Inc
100 West Harrison St. Suite S-150
Seattle. WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

Speedy Research
ScpoitK $<.•# per page
Over 50,000 topics ft clippings.
Materials for rcseareh
assbtaocc use only!
6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
2NO nooR. RM. 209
Los ANGELES, CA 90028

Hours: Moii-Fri 10:30am-6pm
Saturdays, Mam-4pm
Cunom Rucarch •vaiUbk
Visa/MC/Aatex/Ha x

Call Today!

l'SOO-356'9001

Finally,
you Won't mind
being carded.
s:-K-
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It's everywhere you want to he'
11997 visa U-S.A. Inc.

! CoiffO
A on your next dothkig
I WflWv V "U purchase of $50 ormore
Shopping is fun auin"" at CM Navyi witcre you'll find great basics, casual
fashion, and colorfulaccassoncs. fo adults, kiiK and baby—that's Old Navy.
I Present this certificate, pay with your Visa*card, and receive $10 off your next
, CM Navy purchase of 150 or more (regularly priced merchandise). For store locanoos, call 1-gOO-OLO
(1
«53 4«. O redeem this special offer, preI senttbi$ce(tificateatthetimeofpurchase.Offervalid9/1/97-2/28/98.
I .
......
_ .
RMSOnCo<»e:679
I Tenns and Condrtions:Ceitifkate redemption is solely theresponsibility of
I Old Navy. Present this certifkatBat paniopating locations at time of punjiase.
I Offer valid September
1,1997. through February
Good only
01 toward
.
, 28.1998. Good
purchase of regularly priced merchamhse. Not valid
any other offer. Void
I where prohibited, taxed, or restrKied by law. Valid only when you use your Visa
I cardApplicabletaxesmustbepaidbySearerOnlyrede
in the U.5 Cash
• value I /too cent. Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa
I lntemationalServlceAssociation.01997VisaU.5Alnc.

I

I

-NAW -e(K

M

T

TBT

Address
|_City

,

State

on an oil change
I or $30 on a maintenance special

I PaywithyourVisa'cardandsavelSonanoifchangelregularpricestartingat
I $24) or $30 on a fall or winter maintenance special (regular prke starting at
1139 for most 4-cyfinder vehicles)at any participating PrecisionTune Auto Care
location. To redeem this special offer, present thiscertificate when requestina
I 5ervice.Offervalid9/1/97-2/28/98-

1

I Are you on our mailing list?

i Name

i Save$5

I Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption issoWy the responsibiNty of
I partiopatingPrecisionTuneAutoCareCentetvOffervafidSepiiember1,t997.
I through Febru^ 28,1998.Oil change service includes up to5 quarts major• bramTmotoroil.newoilfilter.andchasslslubikation.MalnttnarKespecial
I includes a tune-up oikhange, radiatorflush and fHi.and nuintenancelnspecI tion. Discounts are applied toward regular prices lor most vehicles. Phces ntay
' be higher for 6-and 8-cylinder vehicles.See manager for warranty details.Votd
I where prohibited, taxed, nr restricted by law. Valio
Valid only when you use vour
your visa
Visa
card and present this certificate.Applicable taxes must be paid
by bearer. Only redeemable in the U.l Cash
value 1/100 cent. Visa Rewards is a service
mark of Visa International Service
MUwUM
Association,
e 1997 Visa U.5A. inc.
Association.01997VisaU-S.A.Inc.

Save257o
on any purchase
Pay with your Visa* cartl and save 25% on your next purchase at Trade Secret
With over 1,000 professional salon products, including Back to Basks
Seitastian, Joicp Nexxus OPI, and ntore. Trade Secret is more than just a
salon. Get the very best products at the best prices—for simply veat hair.
Call I -800-888-1117 (24 hours a day 7 da^ a week) for the iocaoon nearest
you. (Tffer valid 9/1/97-2/28/98.
Authorization Code: B3S1
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely tfieresponsibility of par
ticipating Trade Secret locations Offer valid September 1,1997, through February
28,1998. Discount cannot be used in combination with any otheroflei. Not valid on
salon services. Any other use constitutes fraud. Void where prohibited, taxed, or
restricted by law. Valid only when you use your Visa card. Amicable taxes must be
paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash value 1/100 cent.Visa Rewards is
a service mark of Visa
IMBB
International Service
... JMBT
Association.
MOKS THAN A SAION
Ol997VlsaU.SA
Inc
MOKT
C
1997VisaU.SA.Inc.

Save $5 on any
order of $40 or morey or buy OIK packig

box and get OIK free

Present [his certificate, pay with youi Visa' card, and get $5 nff any custmn packmg, shipfxng, or supply ixder iX $401* more. Or buy anv packing i* movmg hri*
and get cxte of equal or lesser value (« free.Call 1-800-344-3528 k* a Handling
With Care PackagingStore location neat you and ask ahixit ixir free esnmates and
pick-upsefvice. Offer valid Septemhei1. IW, throu)^iFebnjarv28,1998.
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